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Table S1. The cost comparison between feather protein-based preservatives and commercial wood preservatives (CCA and ACQ)
Target retention
Target retention means active ingredient absorbed in 1 m 3 of wood blocks by treating with the preservative.
Measured retention
On account of wood structure is porous and capillary, the target retention could not be completely achieved due to the air pressure presents in the wood cell wall.
Consequently, the actual retention needs to be measured to determine the active ingredient actually absorbed in the treated wood blocks. Measured retention is calculated by the difference between the final wet weights after treatment and the dry weights before treatment. Treatability meant the actual percentage retention through the ratio of measured retention and target retention for the preservative.
Measured retention = (m 1 -m 0 )×Contentration Cu/B
Weight percent gain (WPG)
WPG means the weight gain rate of the treated wood blocks, which is calculated by the difference between the final dry weights before and after treatment, representing the actual ingredients of the preservative ultimately left in the wood.
In the formula, m0 is the dry weight of wood block sample before immersed in the preservatives. m1 is the wet weight of wood block sample after immersed in the preservatives without drying. m2 is the dry weight of wood block sample after immersed in the preservatives through drying. 
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The current costs of feather protein-based preservatives, CCA and ACQ are compared in the Table S1 . As can be seen from Table S1 , the costs of feather proteinbased preservatives are obviously lower than CCA and ACQ preservatives, mainly attributed to the free feather protein, which is the industrial waste materials need to be disposed of chicken farm. In consequence from the comparison, the feather proteinbased preservative is a kind of cost-competitive wood preservatives.
